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Abstract—An approach to generate generalized pairwise Z-com-
plementary (GPZ) codes, which works in pairs in order to offer a
zero correlation zone (ZCZ) in the vicinity of zero phase shift and
fit extremely well in power efficient quadrature carrier modems, is
introduced in this letter. Each GPZ code has MK sequences, each
of length 4NK, where M is the number of Z-complementary mates,
K is a factor to perform Walsh–Hadamard expansions, and N is
the sequence length of the Z-complementary code. The proposed
GPZ codes include the generalized pairwise complementary (GPC)
codes as special cases.
Index Terms—Generalized pairwise complementary codes,
Z-complementary codes, zero correlation zone.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N general, there are two types of code-division multipleaccess (CDMA) codes. One is unitary code, which works on
a one-code-per-user basis, including orthogonal codes such as
Walsh–Hadamard sequences [1], orthogonal variable spreading
factor (OVSF) codes, pseudorandom codes, zero correlation
zone (ZCZ) codes [2], [3], etc.; the other is complementary
code, which was first studied by Golay [4] in the early 1960s
for their possible applications in radar systems. The comple-
mentary codes work on one-flock-per-user basis. It is noted that
if the flock size is limited to two, complementary codes become
pairwise complementary codes.
It has been shown in [5] that a unitary code set can never give
ideal cross-correlation and autocorrelation properties. In other
words, interference-free windows (IFWs) or ZCZ for any uni-
tary codes will never be equal to its code length. Other works
have also been reported on the design of a unitary CDMA code
set with a ZCZ [2], [3]. However, these ZCZ codes can offer a
relatively small ZCZ, let alone the fact that most of them are
non-binary codes, which make it extremely difficult to be used
in a real system. Generalized pairwise complementary (GPC)
codes were proposed in [6] based on complete complementary
codes and generalized even shift orthogonal (GESO) sequences
[7]. However, the binary complete complementary sets are lim-
ited by the length (i.e., , where , , are nonnegative
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integers) which limits the length of GPC codes. Furthermore, for
a given complete complementary set containing sequences, it
has been shown that there exist only maximally complemen-
tary mates which limits the number of GPC codes. Families of
sequence pair with ZCZ were also proposed in [8], while their
implementation in practical systems is complicated.
This letter tries to combine the advantage of unitary codes
(implementation simplicity) and Z-complementary codes
(fewer restrictions are on the length of complementary se-
quences and the number of complementary mates) [9]. A
generation approach based on Z-complementary codes [9] and
generalized even shift orthogonal like (GESO-like) sequences
which is extended by GESO sequences [7] is proposed to
construct generalized pairwise Z-complementary (GPZ) codes.
The GPZ codes work in pairs, allowing the use of extremely
power-efficient quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modu-
lation.
The rest of this letter is outlined as follows. Section II in-
troduces Z-complementary codes. Section III describes how to
construct a GESO-like sequence set, which is the basis of GPZ
codes. Section IV explains how to use Walsh–Hadamard matrix
expansion to increase the number of sequences in a GESO-like
sequence set and describes the odd shift correlation elimination
algorithm to remove nonzero odd-shift correlation levels to ob-
tain the GPZ codes. The correlation properties of the GPZ codes
will be given in Section V, followed by the conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let and
denote two complex-valued
sequences of length . Let denote the complex conjugate of
, and subscript addition in (2) is performed modulo .
The aperiodic and periodic correlation functions between
and are given as follows:
(1)
and
(2)
In particular, the correlation function is called auto-correla-
tion function (ACF) if , or cross-correlation function
(CCF) otherwise.
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A set of binary sequences , each having
length , is called a set of Z-complementary sets
if
(3)
where is called ZCZ and is the energy of sequence .
Obviously, the definition of Z-complementary sets includes
the conventional binary complementary set as a special case
when . Besides, another set of
is called a Z-complementary mate of
if
(4)
When , the Z-complementary mate becomes the
conventional binary complementary mate which is unique once
is fixed. When , usually there is more
than one mate.
III. GENERALIZED EVEN SHIFT ORTHOGONAL-LIKE
SEQUENCES
Let us consider a set containing
sets which are
mutual mates. Without loss of generality, we assume ,
. Let denote a second-order Hadamard matrix
(5)
Let denote Kronecker product operation, we have se-
quences of length 2NP as (6). It can be proved that the even
shifted ACF sidelobes and CCFs of and are zeros when
. For any even time shift , , we
always have (7) and (8).
Therefore, both the aperiodic and periodic even shifted CCFs
of GESO-like sequences are zeros when we see (6)–(8) at the
bottom of the page, where . Similarly, one can
also show that both the aperiodic and periodic even shifted ACF
sidelobes of GESO-like sequences are zeros when .
IV. WALSH–HADAMARD MATRIX EXPANSION AND ODD
SHIFT CORRELATION ELIMINATION
The number of GESO-like sequences generated above is
small relative to its processing gain (PG). To overcome this
problem, one may use Walsh–Hadamard matrix expansion as
follows. Let , and in general, we have
(9)
where each row will be viewed as a sequence and ( is
a nonnegative integer).
It can be shown that the even shifted CCFs are always zero
when the phase shift is smaller than . It is obviously that there
are MK sequences each of length 4NK.
The odd shift correlation elimination algorithm [6] will be
used to remove all odd shift correlation levels of the sequences
generated in the previous section. Let us define
(10)
Based on and , we can proceed to generate two new
sequence sets
(11)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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where . Thus, we can combine (11) to form a com-
plex sequences set as
(12)
where is an imaginary unit.
The codes given in (12) are the desired GPZ codes. It can be
seen from (12) that the obtained GPZ codes work in pairs as
in-phase and quadrature components, respectively. Therefore,
they can be sent via orthogonal carriers in a QPSK modulator.
The PG of the GPZ codes is 4 NK with its number being MK.
A. Example
Let , , ,
and , , based on (6), we
obtain
It is easy to prove that the sequence set is a GESO-like
sequence set.
To increase the family number of C, Walsh–Hadamard expan-
sion is operated. Assumed that the Walsh–Hadamard expansion
factor is 2, and , according to (9), (11), and (12),
the desired GPZ codes can be generated as (13) at the bottom
of the page. is a ZCZ(40,4,6) sequence set, which concludes
four sequences each of length 40, the zero correlation zone is 6.
V. PERIODIC AND APERIODIC CORRELATION
PROPERTIES OF GPZ CODES
Assume , and , are two different GPZ
codes with length of . The aperiodic ACFs and CCFs of
the GPZ codes can be obtained as (14) and (15), respectively,
where and denote the value and the
conjugate value of the th row th column element of ,
respectively. If is an odd integer, we always have and
Fig. 1. Aperiodic correlation properties of GPZ codes U . (a) Aperiodic auto-
correlation properties of u . (b) Aperiodic crosscorrelation properties of u and
u .
; if is an even integer, we
always have and .
However, since the correlation properties of GESO-like se-
quences, the correlation values are zero when .
Fig. 1 shows the aperiodic ACFs and CCFs of a sample GPZ
code set given in (13) generated by the approach given in this
letter.
It is easy to show that the periodic ACF sidelobes and CCFs
of the GPZ codes are zero when by using the
similar analysis as follows:
others else (14)
others else.
(15)
(13)
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF GPC CODES AND GPZ CODES
Based on above analysis, we can describe the parameters of
GPC codes and GPZ codes in Table I. It can be seen from Table I
that the length of GPC codes are more limited than that of GPZ
codes due to the fact that the length of complete complemen-
tary codes is limited by the allowable length , where
, , and are nonnegative integers while the length of Z-com-
plementary codes can be an arbitrary integer bigger than 1. Fur-
thermore, the number of GPC codes is less than that of GPZ due
to the fact that the number of complete complementary mates is
limited by the number of codes while the number of Z-comple-
mentary mates can be bigger than 2. As the cost, the zero corre-
lation zone of GPZ codes is smaller than that of GPC codes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this letter, a general construction of OVSF codes with
ZCZ property is proposed based on orthogonal sequence set
and Z-complementary sets. It is shown that the proposed codes
include the conventional OVSF codes and the ternary OVSF
codes with ZCZ property constructed by binary complementary
sets as special cases, and the proposed codes can accommodate
more flexible rate assignment.
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